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NE OF THE "GEMS" OF ANY CONFEDERATE CURREN-
cy collection is the T-35, "Indian Princess" $5 note, produced in
1861 by Hoyer & Ludwig of Richmond, Virginia. A scarce note,
of which only 7,160 were printed, it is usually found today in worn
Higher grade specimens command a five-figure price on the rare

occasions when they are offered for sale.
In September 1996, a unique counterfeit of the Indian Princess note was

discovered in the Raphael P. Thian collection at Duke University (see Paper
Money, March-April, 1997). During a subsequent study of the differences
between the counterfeit and its genuine counterpart, an interesting observation
was made - the genuine note, previously cataloged as a single variety T-35/271,
has at least three sub-varieties. The differences, though minor, occur with the
central "Five Dollar" banner and in the lower left vignette.

With some T-35 notes, the "Five Dollar" banner is placed so that the
upper loop of the letter "V" in "Va.", below the banner, is truncated. Five
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condition.

inverted "U" flourishes appear immediately above the banner (Figure. 1). On
others, the banner is placed higher so that the "V" loop in "Va." is not truncat-
ed, but the three small inverted "U" flourishes are covered, leaving only the
two larger flourishes (Figure 2).

The second variation is seen in the hat of the overseer in the lower left
vignette. On some notes the hat brim has a missing piece or "notch." On other
notes, the overseer's hat brim is whole (Figures 3 and 4).

The occurrences of the two variations do not appear to be correlated.
The study's population of 25 Indian Princess notes showed the following

occurrences of the two features:
Truncated "V"
	

Hat Brim Notch
Present 16 8
Absent 9 17

25 25
The two above features were exhibited in three combinations in the study

population - Truncated "V" with Notch, Truncated "V" with No Notch and
Full "V" with No Notch. (No notes exhibiting the Full "V" with Notch were
observed, though they possibly may turn up in the future.) The occurrences of
the three combination in the study population were:

Truncated "V" with No Notch 8
Truncated "V' with Notch 8
Full "V" with No Notch 9
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Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

While these differences probably are not significant enough to merit sep-
arate variety designations for the T-35 type, they do merit a sub-variety identi-
fication for the CR-271 variety. One recommended approach would recog-
nize, that since the Truncated "V" occurs in 16 out of 25 notes, the first two
sub-varieties (A and B) should reflect that. This leaves the Full "V" with No
Notch as sub-variety C. In summary, then:

Truncated "V" with No Notch CT-35/271A (Figure. 5)
Truncated "V" with Notch 	 CT-35/271B	 (Figure. 6)
Full "V" with No Notch CT-35/271C (Figure. 7)

Future editors of Confederate currency catalogs are certainly free to
identify the T-35/271 Indian Princess sub-varieties as they see fit, but for the
sake of completeness, their existence should be noted.
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